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As consumers increasingly use virtual voice assistants such as the Amazon Echo or Google Home for shopping, a
new report indicates brand visibility and loyalty are at risk.

A survey from Digitas found that 85 percent of consumers have purchased the first product result offered by one of
these devices, which in many cases is not from the brand they originally searched for. Millennials, who will make
up half of the luxury market in a matter of years, show an even greater tendency towards settling for a device's pick.
"Because voice devices highlight a preferred brand, it can be challenging to maneuver your brand into the lead
position," said Jenna Sheeran, senior vice president of search marketing at Digitas, Boston. "Providing consumers
with the right contentand equipping them with the right search termswill increase your chances of being served first
by the algorithm."
Digitas' report is based on a survey of 2,019 U.S. adults conducted by T he Harris Poll.
First choice
While still an emerging retail technology, virtual voice assistants are increasingly being used for commerce.
A report from Episerver found that around 40 percent of consumers own voice-activated artificial intelligence
assistants. About 60 percent of them do not currently use them to search for products and fewer actually purchase
anything (see story).
However, by 2022, it is projected that 55 percent of households will have a VVA, and the ecommerce market around
these devices will reach $40 billion.
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Millennials are more apt to show interest in purchasing products via a VVA than older generations. T his is
particularly true for categories including beauty, clothing, accessories and technology.
For instance, while only 25 percent of those over the age of 45 would be open to buying beauty products through a
VVA, 56 percent of millennials show an openness to buying via one of these devices.
When shoppers prompt a VVA with a search term, the algorithms used by the AI assistant are programmed to return a
"preferred option." Often this is not from the brand that the consumer originally asked for.
Only 24 percent of shoppers will ask a VVA for more options if the preferred option is not the brand they were
seeking. Eighty-five percent of consumers say they have just bought the first VVA suggested product at least once.
While millennials are more likely to make a purchase on a VVA, they also have a greater tendency towards picking
the first VVA option. T hirty-seven percent of millennial VVA buyers always or often go with the preferred option,
compared to just 16 percent of those ages 45 and up.
When the VVA returns a listing that is not what the consumer asked for, 11 percent will abandon the purchase
entirely. Some will instead go to a mobile application, Web site or store to buy instead.
Consumers show more of a tendency to expand their search when interacting with a screen-enabled VVA. With
devices such as the Echo Show, 78 percent of consumers would scroll through more results if their first choice was
not originally presented to them.
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T o counteract the potential lost brand visibility on VVAs, Digitas suggests leveraging SEO. By figuring out the right
search term to bring their product to the top, brands can suggest wording that customers can use when they are
looking to buy from them.
Marketers can also seek out partnerships with device makers such as Amazon or Google. For luxury labels that
typically eschew selling on Amazon, brands risk losing a sale or making the customer journey more complicated.
"Partnerships with leading voice platforms like Amazon and Google are crucial for a brand's success in connecting
with consumers," Ms. Sheeran said. "Brands need to take advantage of volume on partners' devices to connect with

active audiences.
"If brands are creating internal assistants for instance bots on their Web site they need to connect these efforts to
engage with platforms like Alexa and Google Home to maximize reach," she said. "For example, events like
Amazon Hack-a-thons can help drive innovation on voice platforms and offer unique branding opportunities to
increase your brand's value in voice."
Voice visibility
T oday, 55 percent of all consumer product searches originate on Amazon. A lack of visibility on the ecommerce
giant is therefore a detriment to gaining and retaining customers (see story).
Beyond commerce, brands should be thinking of the ways in which VVAs can fit into their consumer engagement.
T he NPD Group notes that voice-activated speaker sales are climbing, with the researcher predicting that sales of
these devices will grow by 50 percent by 2019.
With the growth of digital assistants such as Amazon's Alexa and Google Home expected to reach more than 1.8
billion consumers by 2021, the luxury landscape is open for a multitude of capabilities by integrating with this
technology, illustrated in a report from iProspect and Bing.
High-end automakers as well as numerous other luxury brands have been continuing to integrate with digital
assistants as the experience exudes opulence, catering to affluent consumers. According to Digital Assistants:
Reordering Consumer Lives & Redefining Digital Marketing, currently more than 500 million individuals use some
version of a digital assistant, which makes it imperative for luxury brands to stay ahead of the curve now that it has
become universal for consumers across the board, and not just the affluent (see story).
"Luxury brands need to focus on building strong partnerships with Amazon to create brand activations or skills for
their consumers," Ms. Sheeran said. "T his will allow brands to interact with consumers on VVAs when their brand is
requested, even if consumers can't purchase these products directly on Amazon.
"If the brand does not create an experience in these environments, then they are losing out on valuable moments to
engage with consumers," she said. "Brands should focus on what the consumer needs and how they can help them
solve a challenge or stay on top of relevant trends."
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